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Device Overview
iPhone is a line of smartphones first created by Apple Inc. in 2007. Each year another model
(known as a generation) is released with different features such as higher storage capacity,
better quality cameras and increased battery life. There have been 12 generations with the
most recent being the iPhone 11 series.
iPhone Operating System
A smartphone is a mobile personal computer that functions similarly to a cellphone but with
additional features such as browsing the Internet, performing GPS navigation, taking photos
and playing music. The iPhone Operating System (or iOS) is the system software that manages
the device’s hardware and software. A new version of the iOS is released annually and regular
updates accrue in the interim to fix vulnerabilities and improve performance. You can check
your iOS version and look for updates at Settings > General > Software Update.
Below is a general diagram of the iPhone 13.6 iOS:
(images obtained from iPhone support manual support.apple.com/manuals and att.com)
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Button navigation
Ring/Silent switch – Ring (or Ringer) mode causes the iPhone to emit general
noise (such as ringtones, alerts, or notifications). Silent quiets most sound
effects and will only vibrate/light up when receiving calls.
Volume – Tap the buttons to gradually adjust or hold them down to rapidly
change the noise level. If Volume is displayed, this only alters currently playing
media (videos, music, Audiobooks, etc.). If it’s Ringer, then the ringtone, system
alerts and notifications will be affected. Remember that turning the volume all
the way down to mute only quiets the media volume and not ringtones, system
alerts or notifications.

Sleep/Wake/Power/Siri - Tap to turn off (Sleep) or on (Wake) the screen. Sleep
only turns off the screen, not the actual iPhone. You will still receive calls, texts,
notifications and alerts. To fully turn off the device,
hold down the button and a volume button
simultaneously then slide to power off.
To turn the iPhone back on, hold down the buttons until the Apple logo appears.
Sleep mode helps preserve the battery charge and prevents unintentional
actions (opening apps or making calls while the iPhone is in your pocket or
purse). Flip cover cases will also initiate sleep mode when closed properly.
Wake can also be activated by raising the screen or swiping up from the bottom.
Hold down the button to access Siri the virtual assistant.
New iPhones often default to a 2 minute Auto-Lock. This causes it to enter Sleep mode after
that specific period of idleness. Auto-Lock can be shortened, extended or even turned off in
Settings > Display & Brightness > Auto-Lock. If Auto-lock is set to never you are responsible
for manually initiating Sleep mode after use.
Home – iPhones X do not have the familiar home button. Instead, swipe up
from the bottom edge to minimize an open app or swipe up and pause to access
the app switcher screen.
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Basic Navigation
Beginner iPhone gestures
Scrolling or swiping on an iPhone use inverse navigation, meaning that moving your finger in
one direction will have the opposite outcome on the screen. For example, starting on the left
side of the home screen, move your finger slowly to the right. Notice how it accesses the screen
directly to the left. The same rule is true for all 4 directions throughout the device.
Tap – Tap lightly once to select or interact with an app or object on the iPhone.
This is similar to single-clicking on a computer. Double-tap lightly to zoom in on
certain objects such as photos.
Pinch – Use two fingers to zoom in or out on your iPhone screen. This is a very
helpful feature in the Safari, Photos, and Map apps. Be aware the pinch is not
always available, such as on the home screen.
Swipe – Swipe to scroll through pages and lists on your device. The faster your
swipe the screen, the more quickly it can scroll. Remember this is inverse so
move your finger in the opposite direction that you wish to view.
Hold and Drag – For functions such as highlighting, copying or accessing the
app extensions hold your finger over an object (text box, image, etc.) for a few
seconds to either access a submenu or begin highlighting text. Drag the vertical
blue lines to increase or decrease the selection. Move slowly as the selection
bars can be very sensitive.
Dragging is also used on the home screen to rearrange, file away or delete apps
as discussed in page 5.
3D Touch – Newer iPhones are pressure sensitive. Press an app deeply on the
home screen to access quick actions or content sneak peaks. Multidimensional
navigation is becoming more common with creative apps, objects and
notifications so try deep pressing more content in the future.
Keyboard – The onscreen keyboard appears when you select a text field. A few
quick tips when typing include:
Shift arrow - tap once to capitalize letters, twice for caps lock
123 or #+= - switch between numbers, punctuation and symbols
- begin dictating text and
to finish, be wary of background interference
or
- access emojis
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The iPhone home screen contains all of your apps. A mobile app is a
software application developed to operate on devices such as
Smartphones and Tablets. Apps are used for a multitude of purposes
such as: emailing, social media, online banking, calendars, maps, etc.
There are millions of apps available for your device.
Just because an organization offers an app, however, does not
necessarily mean you must download it. A great deal of resources are
still available through the default web browser Safari. A good reason to
choose an app is for productivity assistance. Many offer quicker access
to services than a web browser since they can be personalized and are
designed for optimal assistance on your iPhone. There are also many
fun games that can only be played as apps.
The home screen is first seen when your device is turned on. It provides
the navigational framework for accessing, arranging, editing and
deleting your apps and files. To open any app, lightly tap it. To minimize
the app and return to the home screen swipe up from the bottom edge.
Closing an app
Minimizing apps eliminate their immediate presence on the screen, but
leaves them still running in the background. They may run down your
battery quicker, use data or slow down the iPhone. The main reason to
minimize rather than close an app is if you intend to use it in the
immediate future. Some take time to load content and are better to
minimize, especially while multitasking with multiple apps.
Swipe up from the bottom edge and pause to access the app switcher
screen. A menu will appear consisting of every currently open app. One
purpose of this resource is to quickly move from 1 open app to another
by tapping, rather than going through the home screen. Another use is
for closing. Scroll to the intended app and swipe up to close.
Close apps if you are finished referencing them for the day. This can also be used to resolve
erratic behavior such as error messages or if the app keeps crashing. Oftentimes, many issue
with apps can be resolved by simply closing and reopening them. If this does not work then
turning the iPhone off and on (see page 3) might be the next step.
Deleting and arranging apps
On the home screen, hold your finger down on any app to make them
jiggle. Apps with an X are optional and those without are permanently on
your iPhone. Tap the X and Delete for any app you do not want. To help,
open Settings > General > iPhone Storage to identify how much
storage space apps and other content require.
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While the screen is jiggling you will be able to rearrange your apps and
create folders. Hold your finger over an app and slowly move it across
the screen, then let go. This is an opportunity to move them into a
preferred configuration.
Drag apps to the far screen edges to place them in an adjoining window.
Your most commonly used apps should be place in the dock at the
bottom since this section always remains stationary.
If you slowly move one app on top of another, they will combine into a
folder. Folders are helpful tools to group similar apps together (news,
social media, utilities, etc). Additional apps can be dragged into and out
of folders. The folders are given generic titles based on their content but
can be changed by tapping the name text field. Try to create one on your
iPhone.
Tap Done or swipe up to exit the jiggle screen when finished.
Device Shortcuts
Control Center
Swipe down from the top-right corner of the lock, home or app screens.
Provides quick access to helpful features such as:
Airplane Mode - disables Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and Cellular
Brightness
Do Not Disturb – silences all calls and notifications
Flashlight
Screen Lock Rotation – lock in portrait or landscape orientation
More available at Settings > Control Center > Customize Controls
Search
Swipe down from the center of the home screen. Searches through
apps, Internet, App Store and other media content on device. Helpful for
opening commonly misplaced apps.
Also provides search suggestions for apps, commands and locations.
Today View
Swipe right from the lock or home screens. Today View is another
access point for Search and provides information from certain apps at a
glance, known as widgets.
Widgets are mini programs that perform simple functions such as
weather reports, news stories and traffic conditions. To see which are
available, scroll to the bottom of Today View and select Edit. Tap red
icons to remove widgets and green icons to add.
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Notification Center
Swipe down from the top of the lock, home or app screens. Notifications,
also known as push notifications, are system alerts and messages sent
directly from apps. These can be significant or simple curiosities
depending from which app the messages generate. There could be an
indication that your iCloud storage is full, an iOS update is necessary or
maybe just advertising a popular news story.
Tap a notification to open it. If they are not immediately opened or
cleared, they will keep accruing in the Notification Center.
Notifications are often turned on in newer apps when users select OK to
the message [App Name] Would Like to Send you Push Notifications
after downloading. To customize which apps can send notifications, what
types and in which screens, visit Settings > Notifications.

Screenshot
Taking a screenshot captures exactly what is on the screen. To do so, simultaneously tap the
Sleep/Wake/Power/Siri and volume up buttons. Next, swipe the minimized image to
immediately save it to Photos or tap it to for Markup (drawing, markers, cropping, typing,
sharing, etc.).

Adding Contacts and Calling
Add a contact
(1) Open the Contact or Phone app

(2) At the top right corner of your screen press the + button.

(3) A New Contact page will appear. Tap any text field
(First Name, Company, etc.) to begin typing. You can add
multiple phone numbers and additional contact information
such as email, home addresses, birthdays and even a
photo.
(4) Tap Done at the top-right corner when finished.
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(5) Alternatively, you may add contacts in:
Recents > i > Create New Contact
Keypad > type number >Add Number
Dial a phone number
(1) Open the Phone app

(2) Navigate with the bottom menu

(3) Tap Keypad to dial, type in the correct phone number and use the
the call.

button to connect

(4) Alternatively, you may also call by:
Recents > number or name
Contacts > name > number
Options during call
Add Call - add a third party to the line
Audio - operate the call hands-free
Keypad - access the keypad during phone tree interface
Mute - place the caller on hold
Tap the red button to end a call or wait for the other person to hang up. Swiping up from the
bottom edge will only minimize the Phone app, not end calls. Using this allows you to reference
other apps (Mail, Maps, Safari, etc.) during your call.

Sending Text Messages and Data
Text messages are electronic communications sent between 2 or more devices. They can
contain characters (letters, numbers and symbols), images, audio clips or even videos. Phone
companies require you to pay an additional monthly charge to enable texting. A good work
around to this is the Messages app.
The Messages app uses the Internet to send text messages if the recipient also has an iPhone.
If they have another type of device such as Android or basic phone then you will need to rely
on a supplemental texting plan or consider another 3rd party app such as WhatsApp.
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To send a Text Message
(1) Open the Messages app

(2)

to create a new text message or select from the list to
continue an already existing text conversation.

(3) For new messages, select “To:” and type in the recipient’s
phone number or contact name.
(4) Select the text field, begin typing and press

to send.

take or send photos and videos
add stickers and images from other apps
tap and hold to record audio messages
Data Plan
Be aware of the data coverage on your phone plan. To access Internet based services such
as checking your email, posting to social media or visiting a website your phone will need to
either use the data plan or Wi-Fi. Data plans use cell towers to get online, Wi-Fi depends on
wireless access points such as routers. Once you are out of range of a wireless access point
your iPhone will switch automatically to data.
The more complicated the media requirements (playing a movie), the more bandwidth it will
require and if you go over your data allotment for the month there will be a fee. If you have an
unlimited data plan this is not an issue but telecommunication companies can still slow down
your connection speed after a certain point regardless the plan.

Connecting to Wi-Fi and Settings
Wi-Fi
To avoid impacting your data, iPhones can use Wi-Fi connections to get Internet. Many people
have their own home routers but public places also provide free wireless access points such
as at coffee houses, supermarkets, libraries and even city wide access in some parts of the
US. Wi-Fi is a wireless radio wave based connection with limited range. For example, using
the library connection is fine in our building, very limited in the parking lot and nonexistent down
the road.
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To connect to a wireless network
(1) Open Settings > Wi-Fi

(2) Choose from the list of available networks that you
intend to join, at the library always select
pbclibrary_wifi.
Networks with a lock symbol indicate a password is
required. Privately operated Wi-Fi at home should
always require a password. Wireless connections are
widely available but be aware they can present security
risks. If in doubt, ask someone in authority which is the
correct network.
Hidden networks may be accessed with Other…
Settings
As the name implies, the Settings app allows you to modify many features of your iPhone such
as changing the Wallpaper, connecting to a Bluetooth device, activating accessibility features
or even designating app notifications. Take your time exploring the various menus.
Options with an arrow >, such as General, open windows with additional settings, folders and
buttons. To go back, tap the corresponding arrow < at the top-left corner of the screen. Settings
worth further exploring:
Airplane Mode - disables Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and Cellular
Bluetooth – pair with a Bluetooth device (AirPods, car electronics, etc.)
Cellular – modify cellular data settings such as roaming and personal
hotspots
Notifications – manage each apps notification settings
General > Accessibility – features that support vision, hearing and
learning needs
Face ID & Passcode – change or turn off device passcode, thumbprint
or Face ID
Passwords & Accounts – Lists AutoFill passwords and manually setup accounts for Mail, Calendar, Contacts, etc.
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Camera and Photos Apps
Take Photos or Videos
(1) Open the Camera App

(2) Tap the white shutter button to take a photo or hold it down to
take rapid-fire photos (burst mode).
Different shutter settings, availability depending on iPhone:
Time-Lapse – speeds up videos (rear camera only)
Slo-Mo – take a video in slow motion
Video – take a regular video
Photo –takes a portrait or landscape photo
Portrait – uses dual cameras to create depth-of-field effect
Square – takes a square photo
Pano – panorama photo (rear camera only)
When the shutter button is red this indicates a video instead of photo. Tap it once to start, notice
the timer begin at the top and tap it again when you are finished recording.
Additional camera features, availability also depending on iPhone:
Switch between the front and rear cameras
Turn the Flash off, on or auto
High Dynamic Range, takes photos at different exposures
Turn on a 3 or 10 second delay before taking photos
Access basic filters for your photos
Live photo, records accompanying audio and video immediately before and after photo
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View, Share, Delete and Edit Photos or Videos
(1) Open the Photos App or the thumbnail preview in the Camera App

(2) From the bottom bar, choose between:
Photos - View all your photos and videos, automatically sorted by
date and location.
For You – Memories (grouped slideshow images), Featured
Photos, Effect suggestions and Shared Album Activity.
Albums - Albums to help organize your photos and videos.
Some albums are automatically generated by the Photos app
such as media types or 3rd party photo apps. Create more by
tapping the + button. Creating albums will not remove content
from the Photos tab!
Search – Search through Photos app based on moments,
locations and other helpful categories.

(3) Tap a single photo or video, for multiple tap Select then the images.
Share – Choose how to share content with others (Mail, Message, Facebook
Messanger, etc). Also has advanced functions such as: set as wallpaper, print, add to
album, assign to contact, etc.
The options in Share vary depending on apps downloaded and properties of content
selected. Can be located in Photos, Safari and Messages.
Favorite – Quickly add photos and videos to favorite’s album.
Delete – Tap to delete photos and videos
Edit – Tap to edit photos and videos (crop, filter, markup, etc.)
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Safari App
Safari is the default iPhone browser. It is important to differentiate browser apps (Safari, Google
Chrome, Firefox, etc.) from other web service apps (Facebook, Google News, Mail, etc.).
Browsers are designed to retrieve websites and information online through web addresses or
search engines such as Google, Bing, and Yahoo. The experience is similar to using a
computer browser, just condensed for the iPhone screen size. Web service apps, by
comparison, are primarily designed to perform certain tasks for users such as accessing social
media, email, stock market quotes, etc.
(1) Tap the Safari App

(2) Select the box at the top of the screen to access your search engine or visit a website. If
the current browser tab is blank, it will say Search or Enter website name.

(3) For example, visit our website pbclibrary.org and press Go. Or to access your search
engine (Google, Yahoo, etc.) put in a search term instead of a website. Search engine
preferences can be set at Settings > Safari > Search Engine.
Safari buttons overview:
Move back or forward between recently visited pages

Accesses a list of app extensions to: share your web search, create a favorite,
bookmark, add to reading list or the home screen, copy, print, etc.

Accesses your bookmarks, favorites, browsing history and reading list.
Browse, open or close additional tabs for your web searches. Closing Safari app will
not delete web searches! Tap to manage multiple tabs or hold down to close all.

Safari is a great service for visiting websites but you are encouraged to explore whether the
service you are trying to access has an app alternative available. Remember apps are specially
designed to work within the small screen dimension of your iOS device.
Check out the attached Apps @ your library handout for the apps provided by the library.
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App Store
Find and Download Apps
Use the App Store to find, purchase and download additional apps to your iPhone. You may
be required to enter your Apple ID password before downloading.
(1) Open the App Store

(2) To navigate, at the bottom choose from either:
Today – learn tips and tricks, collections,
exclusive premieres, and original stories from
App Store editors
Games – See featured games and browse by
category
Apps – Search featured apps and browse by
category
Updates – See which Apps have been recently
updated or still need to be updated and why
Search – Type in the name of an app you are
looking for or see what’s trending
(3) For example, tap Search and type cloudLibrary to
view our newest eBook and Audiobook app.

(4) To find out more, select the app to discover additional details such as user reviews. While
searching for any app, if they list:
Get - free apps you have not downloaded
Open - app is already somewhere on the device
$0.99 - costs a specific amount to download
- previously downloaded with your Apple ID but not on this current device
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iCloud
Cloud, or Cloud storage, is a method to back up data remotely from our electronic devices. If
your iPhone is damaged or replaced, most of the apps, photos and messages can be
transferred between devices. There are different cloud storage options such as OneDrive
(Windows), Dropbox, Google Drive or Google Photos and iCloud for Apple products.
iCloud accounts are free up to 5 GB, additional space would need to be purchased monthly.
To save space, you may choose which app data to back up at Settings > Apple ID, iCloud,
iTunes & App Store > iCloud.
iCloud allows you to store and access data across most electronic devices. Your account can
also be visited at iCloud.com with a browser and Apple ID information.

Siri
Virtual assistants, or personal intelligent assistants, are agents that
perform tasks or services based on verbal commands. They can be found
on electronic devices such as smart speakers, computers, smartphones
and tablets. Some common models include Alexa (Amazon), Cortana
(Windows), ok Google (Android) and Bixby (Samsung). Siri is the virtual
assistant for iPhones and iPads.
Access Siri by holding down the Sleep/Wake/Power/Siri button until it
appears. You may also simply say Hey Siri by turning on Settings >
Siri & Search > Listen for “Hey Siri”.
Siri gets things done quickly. Try asking Siri for the weather, directions to
the nearest supermarket, to tell a joke and even call, text or FaceTime a
contact.
Not sure what to ask? Try How Can You Help Me?
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